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The U.S. government is engaged in a pattern or practice of enforced disappearances of migrants. The very act of creating, funding, and operating a system that is known—and is operated in a manner that continues—to produce disappearances violates both international law and our country’s values of transparency and humanity.

Executive Summary

The U.S. immigration detention system routinely and systematically disappears those who enter its custody. An unknown number of immigrants each year are detained by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) whose whereabouts are effectively concealed from their families and advocates. This report demonstrates that, in violation of international law, the United States regularly and systematically commits what the United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner terms “enforced disappearances” through its “refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty” of numerous migrants who remain in its custody or who have been released or deported by the U.S. government.

The main tool provided by the federal government to locate persons in ICE detention is the Online Detainee Locator System (“ICE Locator”). The ICE Locator has long been riddled with problems and has now become so erroneous that it routinely fails to identify and locate people in ICE custody, systematically obstructing access to legal counsel, human rights monitoring, and essential familial connection and support. In addition to the immigrants detained by ICE, well over one million immigrants are detained in the custody of other federal agencies, including the U.S. Marshals Service (USMS), the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR), and Customs and

2 Which for the purposes of this report will be referred to as the “ICE Locator” to avoid ICE’s dehumanizing reference to immigrants as “detainees”. 
ICE facilities, mass transfers between ICE facilities, and transfers from law enforcement custody to ICE detention.
• In many instances, advocates were unable to locate someone in immigration detention after a detained person participated in advocacy or protest.
• 216 enforced disappearances documented by FFI staff in which an individual’s name could not be found and resulted in a “CALL FIELD OFFICE” message via the ICE Locator for more than five days (between April 2020 and August 2021).
• 58 instances of enforced disappearances documented by FFI staff in which an individual’s name produced “zero matching records” for more than five days or longer (between April 2020 and August 2021).
• More than 20 immigration detention facilities, caging at least 10 percent of all people in ICE detention, failed to appear in ICE’s online database of detention facilities; in fact, there are entire U.S. states for which detention facilities are omitted.

These and additional findings from this research indicate that the U.S. government is engaged in a pattern or practice of enforced disappearances of migrants. The very act of creating, funding, and operating a system that is known—and is operated in a manner that continues—to produce disappearances violates both international law and our country’s values of transparency and humanity.

FFI is committed to and actively advocates for abolishing all forms of immigration detention. The brutality of the U.S. immigration system has long been documented by FFI and other human rights organizations. However, as long as this outdated and inhumane system remains in operation, the government has the responsibility to provide transparency and accountability, including operational and accessible means of locating persons in its custody. Therefore, FFI calls for the implementation of the following recommendations:

1) FFI urges Congress, with the leadership of the Biden-Harris administration, to ratify the U.N. “International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearances.”

2) FFI urges the United States to phase out the use of immigration detention immediately but no later than within the next three years. In the meantime, the U.S. should implement immediate measures to prevent enforced disappearances, including but not limited to, guaranteed free telephone communication with family and counsel, up-to-date official databases, and accurate, easily accessible records of persons deprived of liberty made available to family members, NGOs, and members of the public.

3) Above all, FFI calls for an end to immigration detention in the United States. The fact that enforced disappearances are a widespread and systemic feature of U.S. immigration detention underscores the urgency of abolishing this unjust system.
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DETAINED AND DISAPPEARED
Detained and Disappeared

Deborah’s brother Ernest was 24 years old when he went missing in U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) detention. “I had been talking to him on the phone and then one day the calls stopped,” she told Freedom for Immigrants (FFI) in the summer of 2017. ICE’s online locator system indicated that he was detained at the Otay Mesa Detention Facility in San Diego, but the facility was unable to confirm his whereabouts. After multiple phone calls and emails to ICE’s San Diego Field Office and ICE Headquarters, the agency eventually confirmed that Deborah’s brother had been moved to a local hospital. When Deborah contacted the treatment center, staff said they were not permitted to confirm her brother’s whereabouts, and that even if they could, visitors to people in ICE custody were not allowed at the facility. ICE then confirmed in an email to FFI that ICE’s visitation policies do not apply at off-site medical care facilities. After FFI’s exchange with ICE officials, and more than a month since Ernest disappeared in ICE custody, Ernest and Deborah were finally reunited at the hospital.

In the fall of 2019, attorneys at Refugee and Immigrant Center for Education and Legal Services (RAICES) publicized the disappearance of 1,072 women who had been suddenly transferred out of Karnes County Residential Center, in Karnes City, Texas, during the last days of September 2019. According to attorneys, RAICES received emailed notices of transfer from ICE for some of the women and found information for others in the ICE Locator. The ICE Locator showed information that differed from the initial notices of transfer emailed by ICE. At least 125 of the disappeared women had documented, severe medical conditions. In October 2019, RAICES staff could not find 328 of the transferred women in the ICE Locator, and by December 2019, there were still 87 women whose location remained unknown. The majority of the women were later found to be at Adams County Correctional Center in Mississippi; as noted in a 2019 letter from Senator Elizabeth Warren, this facility was one of the undisclosed black sites missing from the ICE database at the time.

In their advocacy to abolish immigrant prisons, Margaret Brown Vega and Nathan Craig of Advocate Visitors with Immigrants in Detention (AVID) in the Chihuahuan Desert—an organization that is part of FFI’s national visitation network—have witnessed many disappearances in detention. In the summer of 2019, AVID had been in contact with a group of 22 men detained at Otero County Processing Center in Chaparral, New Mexico. After most of the men were abruptly transferred from the facility, Margaret began tracking their whereabouts, both to create a record of the transfers and to determine when the men might be eligible for habeas corpus petitions due to their extended time in detention. While AVID was able to find and follow most of the men in the group, three of the men disappeared entirely. It is as if they went into what Margaret described as “a black hole.” Each time Margaret checked the ICE Locator—which she did regularly for months—the men came up as still in ICE custody, but with the “location” field empty, effectively disappearing them in the ICE detention system.

---

Introduction

An unknown number of immigrants each year are detained by Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) whose whereabouts are effectively concealed from their families and advocates. This report demonstrates that, in violation of international law, the United States regularly and systematically commits what the United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner terms “enforced disappearances” through its “refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty”\(^{5}\) of migrants who remain in its custody or who have been released or deported by the U.S. government. Moreover, this report demonstrates that these enforced disappearances are a feature—not a bug—of the immigration detention system, which routinely and systematically disappears those in its custody.

As a result, people are cut off from family and community members, legal service providers, and advocates who provide them with critical, life-saving support. Detained individuals and their loved ones are often traumatized, and the efforts of advocates and attorneys working to secure their release are stymied.

THIS REPORT DEMONSTRATES THAT THESE ENFORCED DISAPPEARANCES ARE A FEATURE—NOT A BUG—OF THE IMMIGRATION DETENTION SYSTEM

The U.S. immigration detention system detains nearly 400,000 people in immigrant jails and prisons across the country each year. While individuals are incarcerated in this supposedly administrative form of confinement, they are not provided with court-appointed legal counsel and they often have to navigate the system and legal proceedings on their own. The immigration detention system is confusing and full of inaccuracies, leaving both the detained individual, as well as their advocates and loved ones, up against a byzantine system in which the deck is always stacked against them.

The main tool provided by the federal government to locate persons in ICE custody is the Online Detainee Locator System (ODLS) or “ICE Locator.”\(^{6}\) The ICE Locator has long been riddled with problems and inaccuracies.

---


6 For the purposes of this report, the ODLS will be referred to as the “ICE Locator” to avoid ICE’s dehumanizing reference to immigrants as “detainees”. 
grants held in CBP custody are detained for periods well beyond the legally designated maximum period of 72 hours, making the need for a formal, functioning locator system even more of an imperative. Immigrants held in the custody of ORR are exclusively minors, including young children, whose family and relatives may be desperately seeking to find them. And yet not one of these agencies has an equivalent to the locator system operated by ICE, leaving families, attorneys, and advocates with no formal avenues for finding their loved ones in U.S. custody.

THE ICE LOCATOR HAS NOW BECOME SO ERRONEOUS THAT IT ROUTINELY FAILS TO IDENTIFY AND LOCATE PEOPLE IN ICE CUSTODY, SYSTEMATICALLY OBSTRUCTING ACCESS TO LEGAL COUNSEL, HUMAN RIGHTS MONITORING, AND ESSENTIAL FAMILIAL CONNECTION AND SUPPORT.

In addition to the number of immigrants detained by ICE, well over one million immigrants are detained annually in the custody of other federal agencies: the U.S. Marshals Service (USMS), the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR), and Customs and Border Protection (CBP). Notably, the ICE Locator database does not include people detained by USMS, ORR, or CBP. Increasingly, immigrants held in CBP custody are detained for periods well beyond the legally designated maximum period of 72 hours, making the need for a formal, functioning locator system even more of an imperative. Immigrants held in the custody of ORR are exclusively minors, including young children, whose family and relatives may be desperately seeking to find them. And yet not one of these agencies has an equivalent to the locator system operated by ICE, leaving families, attorneys, and advocates with no formal avenues for finding their loved ones in U.S. custody.

Impacted persons and their families, immigration advocates, and attorneys have experienced for decades the ways in which the current U.S. immigration detention system serves as a black hole into which people systematically disappear. The inability for communities to locate loved ones inside immigration detention takes on an even greater sense of urgency during the COVID-19 pandemic, as ICE continues to transfer people to and from different carceral facilities where it is impossible to practice recommended health and safety measures.
Since 2010, Freedom for Immigrants (FFI) has been working with families who have lost their loved ones in this opaque system of oppression. While disappearances have happened for many years, the rate of enforced disappearances seemed to increase under the Trump administration. While the world watched in horror as the government systematically separated children from their families and lost them in the system, FFI continued to respond to families whose adult loved ones had disappeared. To respond to the needs of families and illustrate the severity of the problem, FFI embarked on a two-part plan: one, a service to provide relief for families with loved ones who had disappeared, and two, a study to understand the extent to which the system is operating to disappear people in the first place.

First, FFI launched a tool called REUNITE in June 2018 to provide families and advocates with a clear way to access support. Through the REUNITE tool, FFI has fielded 226 requests for assistance, helping to find and locate many loved ones who had disappeared in immigration detention.

Second, beginning in October 2019, FFI conducted research that included surveys, interviews, and a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, among other methods.

Finally, beginning in April 2020, FFI undertook an independent investigation lasting 16 months to track the number and length of instances in which individuals FFI was supporting were known to be in Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) detention, but did not show up in the ICE Locator.

These efforts have been grounded in the narratives and experiences of people directly impacted by detention with whom FFI have worked closely with over the years, abuses reported by FFI advocates and partner organizations, and FFI’s previous and ongoing work inside and outside of immigrant prisons. This report contextualizes this research within the broader historical context of disappearances, identifies the mental health impact of enforced disappearances on detained persons and their loved ones, and provides specific case studies of detained persons who have disappeared.

FFI’s findings show how individuals disappear into ICE detention for extended periods, causing uncertainty and what several loved ones of the disappeared described as the “emotional distress” of searching for family members in detention. As family and friends reported, they “live with fear and concern not knowing where loved ones are.” Research participants described feeling “confused,” “angry,” “outraged,” and “terrified” by this “inhumane treatment.” They spoke of “a sense of isolation and despair” and the “emotional long-term effects” of searching—for weeks, months, or, in some cases, indefinitely—for a loved one who has disappeared in ICE detention.

FFI distributed two separate bilingual surveys (Spanish and English) through immigration advocacy email listservs: 1) a survey to organizations and community groups providing support to people impacted by immigration detention, including but not limited to, advocacy organizations, legal service providers, and FFI-affiliated local visitation groups, and 2) a survey to individuals, family members, and personal advocates of people in immigration detention. The organizational survey asked about patterns and trends identified by groups that work with multiple people at a time, while individual advocates and family members were asked about specific disappearances.

Additional research included follow-up interviews with survey respondents, conversations with coordinators and volunteers in the national FFI network, as well as discussions with staff from peer organizations that also track disappearances of individuals before, during, and after immigration detention. These organizations include the Colibrí Center for Human Rights, La Coalición de Derechos Humanos, No More Deaths, and Refugee and Immigrant Center for Education and Legal Services (RAICES). Interviews substantiated patterns identified in the survey results.

FFI also undertook an independent investigation into the ICE Locator. First, FFI submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request in January 2020 to ICE, requesting data on “the total number of attempts to use the ICE Online Detainee Locator System...from 2010 through 2019, [and] the total number of times the ICE Online Detainee Locator System located a person in detention.” Despite repeated follow-up requests, FFI never received a substantive response to this FOIA request. Starting in April 2020, FFI spent 16 months tracking the number and length of instances in which individuals it was supporting were known to be in ICE detention but did not show up in the ICE locator.

---

8 The Colibrí Center for Human Rights gathers critical data on disappearances of people who have gone missing while crossing the border, in CBP custody, in ICE detention, and/or after being deported. [https://colibricenter.org](https://colibricenter.org)

13 Definitions

For the purposes of this report, FFI follows guidance from the United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner to refer to all persons who go missing or are unable to be located in ICE custody for any period of time as “enforced disappearances.” Enforced disappearances are categorized as “crimes against humanity” according to the 1998 Rome Statute that established the International Criminal Court. This report uses “enforced disappearance” as defined by Article 2 of the International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance (“the Convention”), which includes the arrest or detention by agents of the State, “followed by a refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty or by concealment of the fate or whereabouts of the disappeared person, which place such a person outside the protection of the law” (emphasis added). In fact, Article 17 of the Convention prohibits secret detention and contains specific measures States should take, including guaranteed communication with family and counsel and up-to-date official registers and records of persons deprived of liberty. It is noteworthy that the United States has refused to sign onto or ratify the Convention.

In the context of immigration detention, many enforced disappearances occur for a matter of days or weeks, while others last years or indefinitely. This report adheres to the definition provided under international law and refers to all as enforced disappearances. The Convention states: “[T]here is no time-restriction to an enforced disappearance according to the [Convention], and the reappearance of the forcibly disappeared person does not influence the attribution of the situation as an enforced disappearance. Thus, any form of deprivation of liberty of migrants and refugees, irrespective of its duration, that is subsequently followed by a refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty or concealment of the fate or whereabouts of the person, amounts to an enforced disappearance under the [Convention]” (emphasis added).

---

13 Id. art. 17.
A failure to communicate with nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), such as FFI or the other organizations surveyed for this report, can constitute a failure to acknowledge the whereabouts of a migrant deprived of their liberty, thereby constituting an enforced disappearance:

A particular challenge within migration is that even though NGOs often ask for information about migrants or refugees deprived of liberty, some States still do not allow NGOs to obtain this kind of information, limiting thus de facto the possibility of establishing the fate and/or whereabouts. While the [Convention] does not explicitly require States to allow for organizations or associations to obtain information on persons deprived of their liberty, it obliges States to “guarantee the right to form and participate freely in organizations and associations concerned with attempting to establish the circumstances of enforced disappearances and the fate of disappeared persons, and to assist victims of enforced disappearance.” (Article 24.7). It could be argued, that to establish the circumstances and assist victims, NGOs should be able to obtain information on persons deprived of their liberty. Such an interpretation of the [Convention] would oblige States to ensure NGOs the right to acquire information about the deprivation of liberty. 15

This report demonstrates the critical role that NGOs and civil society play in assisting families in locating loved ones whom the State has disappeared.
Mass enforced or involuntary disappearances of specific populations have long been weaponized by state governments in order to intimidate and terrorize civilian populations. While a comprehensive history of state disappearances is not within the purview or capacity of this report, it is important to highlight a few historical examples that bear resemblance to immigration detention in the United States.

One of the most infamous and earliest modern-day examples of politically motivated state disappearances took place before and during the Holocaust through the Nacht und Nevel (Night and Fog) directive, which functioned to disappear political activists who were part of the resistance. The Nazis were explicit regarding the motives behind these mass disappearances, as demonstrated by this statement from the Armed Forces High Command Field Marshall:

*Efficient and enduring intimidation can only be achieved... by measures by which the relatives of the criminals do know the fate of the criminal... These measures will have a deterrent effect because A. The prisoners will vanish without a trace. B. No information may be given as to their whereabouts or their fate.*

In the 1970s and 1980s, the U.S.-backed governments of Chile and Argentina disappeared tens of thousands of “subversives,” employing State terrorism to combat communism and anti-imperialism. The desaparecidos were abducted, detained in clandestine prisons without trial, tortured, and often killed, most notoriously by being thrown alive from helicopters into the ocean.

More recently and even closer to home, the United States government itself has directly engaged in enforced disappearances of individuals via “extraordinary rendition” as part of its “War on Terror.” According to Amnesty International, “at least 39 detainees, all of whom are still missing... are believed to have been held in secret sites run by the United States government.”

A common theme in these historical examples is the motive to weaponize individual disappearances to sow fear and anxiety in larger communities. Throughout the Trump administration, this very same motive was made explicit, perhaps most infamously in 2017 when ICE’s Acting Director Thomas Homan testified to Congress, “If you’re in this country illegally and you committed a crime by entering this country, you should be uncomfortable... you should look over your shoulder... you need to be worried.”

15 Id.
Thus, it is horrific but not ahistorical that, given this mandate, ICE’s arrest and detention of immigrants has increasingly matched the definition of enforced disappearances. Whether individuals are arrested at their homes in the dead of night, transferred into federal custody from local law enforcement agencies, or stopped and taken into custody in border zones, they are often unable to notify loved ones or advocates that they have been detained, where they are being held, by which government agency, or how long they will remain in detention. These situations create further logistical and emotional challenges for those outside detention who try to locate individuals. This stress is compounded by the growing fear that their loved one’s rights are being violated and they are suffering alone.

These historical connections have also been drawn by international human rights bodies. In a 2017 report, the United Nations Human Rights Council Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances stated concern about how the rising criminalization of migration could be contributing to the increase in enforced disappearances of migrants in detention. The United States is not the only country effectively disappearing migrants. For example, in 2020, human rights organizations Global Legal Action Network and HumanRights360 filed a complaint to the United Nations Human Rights Council regarding the enforced disappearance of an asylum-seeking individual from Syria by Greek authorities. As journalist John Washington noted in *The Intercept* while reporting on this complaint:

“In the migration context, arbitrary detention and the stripping of the protection of the law, as well as denying access to asylum procedures, are... key elements in understanding the notion of enforced disappearance.”

---


The Mental Health Impact of Enforced Disappearances

As demonstrated throughout the history of enforced and involuntary disappearances, one of the most brutal—and intentional—consequences of this specific form of state terror is the traumatic and debilitating psychological toll inflicted upon the family members and community members of those who are disappeared. The particularly unique emotional devastation caused by not knowing whether a loved one or community member is imprisoned or dead is well-documented across countless conflicts over time.

As the United Nations’ High Commissioner for Human Rights’ (UNHCR) fact sheet on enforced disappearances explains, “the family and friends of disappeared persons experience slow mental anguish, not knowing whether the victim is still alive and, if so, where he or she is being held, under what conditions, and in what state of health.” Family members of disappeared persons who are themselves undocumented or have irregular immigration status may be doubly paralyzed by fears of not being able to openly engage in a search or campaign to find their loved ones without putting themselves at risk as well. Unsurprisingly, the psychological effects of such severe uncertainty and fear can spread throughout a community, negatively affecting everyone, including those who did not know the disappeared individual.

A seminal 2002 article on ambiguous loss in The Lancet, one of the world’s most prestigious medical journals, describes the experience of not being able to locate a loved one as one that “defies emotional comprehension”:

“People cannot make cognitive sense of the situation; and not knowing whether the family member will return prevents reconstruction of family and marital roles, rules, and rituals. . . The community loses patience with the lack of closure, and families become isolated. Ambiguity causes even the strongest of people to question their view of the world as a fair, safe, and understandable place.”

Notably, the clinical Western response to the emotional distress suffered by the family and loved ones of the disappeared is often inappropriate and inadequate. As The Lancet article explains, family members are often professionally diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), when in reality they are experiencing a persistent and ongoing trauma, and thus have very different feelings and needs than those who have survived discrete traumatic incidents in the past.

The Ways People Are Disappeared

While this report primarily focuses on the ways in which people are disappeared in Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) jails and prisons, people are increasingly disappearing or going missing in other forms of immigration incarceration. This includes facilities operated by Customs and Border Protection (CBP), U.S. Marshals Service (USMS), juvenile detention facilities overseen by the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR), refoulement of asylum seekers under the misleadingly named Migration Protection Protocols (MPP), also commonly known as "Remain in Mexico", and the expulsion of asylum seekers from the U.S. to Mexico during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Immigrants who present an asylum claim at a port of entry or who are detained for unauthorized entry in a border zone are often initially detained at a CBP facility before being released from custody or transferred to a long-term detention facility. Although federal regulations state that individuals should not spend more than 72 hours in CBP holding facilities, advocates, government investigators, and immigrants report increased instances of prolonged detention in CBP facilities, often in overcrowded and unsanitary conditions. In November 2019, an asylum seeker reported that he spent more than three weeks in CBP custody, without access to an attorney or the ability to place a phone call to family members. In a press statement responding to the incident, a CBP spokesperson said that the agency has “no obligation to notify family or counsel” when someone is in its custody. As a result, individuals may be held for days or weeks in CBP custody without the ability to contact family members or attorneys, with serious ramifications for their well-being, legal case, and ability to seek help in instances of abuse.

As a founding member of the Derechos Humanos Missing Migrant Crisis Line shared in a 2021 report on disappearances in the borderlands published by No More Deaths and La Coalición de Derechos Humanos:

"[T]he parts of the Department of Homeland Security, as a whole, don’t communicate with each other well. There is no way to know where someone is in the system... It is a systemic problem. You don’t know if someone is in detention, processing, or in the hospital... Detention searches should be available and accessible to families and consulates. This system is part of the terror of disappearance, the torture of not knowing."
In January 2019, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) began instituting MPP or “Remain in Mexico.” Through this policy, the government forced people seeking asylum to wait in Mexico while their cases progressed through the immigration court system. From January 2019 through December 2020, the government returned at least 70,000 people to Mexico to await their court hearings in unsafe, makeshift encampments. In October 2019, an additional 26,000 people were stranded in Mexico due to an earlier Trump administration policy called “metering,” in which asylum seekers were turned back from ports of entry and placed on a wait list until an informally assigned number is called, usually many months later.

The Biden administration mandated an end to MPP in June 2021 and began admitting families and individuals previously excluded from entry into the United States under the policy. On August 13, 2021, Trump-appointed Judge Matthew Kacsmaryk in Texas ordered the Biden administration to permanently reinstate MPP. The fate of many of those subjected to MPP continues to be unclear. According to Human Rights First, as of February 2021, there have been 1,544 reported cases of murder, rape, torture, kidnapping, and other violent acts against asylum seekers and refugees forced to return to Mexico through MPP. Unlike in traditional refugee camps operated by the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR), no authority is responsible for tracking movement into and out of these makeshift settlements. This creates an environment where people seeking asylum are vulnerable to kidnappings and extortion and can very easily go missing or pass prolonged periods of time without the ability to contact their loved ones.

In summer and fall 2019, the Trump administration signed “Asylum Cooperative Agreements” (ACAs) with the governments of El Salvador, Honduras, and Guatemala, requiring asylum seekers who travel through these countries before reaching the United States to initiate an asylum claim there instead of in the U.S. Despite concerns from advocates and legal service providers that all three countries lack the capacity to process large numbers of asylum claims and guarantee the safety of asylum seekers, DHS and immigration officials began deporting some Central American asylum seekers to Guatemala in November 2019. As of March 6, 2020, 698 asylum seekers have been deported to Guatemala. Of these, only 24 have been able to initiate an asylum claim with Guatemalan authorities. DHS has no record of the whereabouts of the remaining 674.

U.S. Marshals Service

In fiscal year 2018, the USMS detained nearly 240,000 people facing federal criminal charges across 1,000 jails and private detention facilities. This includes people facing criminal charges for “illegal re-entry.” Unlike CBP custody, there are no federal regulations governing how long someone can spend in USMS custody. Individuals held in USMS custody are not searchable in the ICE Locator and the USMS does not operate its own locator system. Advocates express concern over the lack of transparency regarding conditions and abuses at USMS facilities. Data obtained through Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests indicate that 158 people died while in USMS custody between June 2016 and June 2019, and hundreds more died in USMS custody before 2016.

Juvenile Custody

Immigrant children who present asylum claims or who are apprehended at the border are typically housed with their parents in family detention facilities operated by ICE or alone in facilities operated by the Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR). Immigrant children who are legally in the country and are facing criminal charges that may impact their immigration status can be detained by ORR for longer than 72 hours on behalf of ICE in juvenile jails, which may also house U.S. citizen children facing pending criminal charges or serving criminal sentences. Immigrant youth detained within these juvenile facilities are not searchable in the ICE Locator. There is no searchable database available for immigrant youth held in family detention facilities operated by ICE or in ORR custody. Parents of detained immigrant youth have reported prolonged periods in which they are unable to locate their children.

40 Id.
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LOCATING PERSONS IN
ICE CUSTODY: ICE’S SYSTEMS

Susan Lange recounted the perplexing experience of discovering that a person can be in immigration detention but not listed in the ICE Locator. Susan is the coordinator of Faithful Friends/Amigos Fieles, a visitation group affiliated with the Freedom for Immigrants (FFI) national visitation network that supports people in detention in northern California. When Tadeo, a man from a Central American country, reached out to Faithful Friends to request a visitor, advocates learned that although he was in fact in immigration detention, he was not on record as being detained. After Faithful Friends was in contact with Tadeo on a regular basis, Susan repeatedly searched
for his record in the online ICE Locator with no success. This is despite the fact that she used complete and correct information—in-
formation that Tadeo himself provided and that is required to search for someone in detention, such as his A-number, full name, and
country of origin. Tadeo was in ICE custody for over a year—nearly 20 months—without appearing in ICE’s online database.

In a similar case, Susan was contacted by a man, Lonzo, who had previously been visited by volunteers from Faithful Friends when
he was in detention at Rio Cosumnes Correctional Center in Elk Grove, California. After Lonzo was deported, he was apprehended while
trying to re-enter the United States. Lonzo reached out to Faithful Friends to let them know that he was being detained at another
immigration detention facility in California: Otay Mesa Detention Center near San Diego. Again, Susan tried to use the ICE Locator to
confirm the details of Lonzo’s detention, but even after several months there was still no record that he was at Otay Mesa. She spec-
ulated that perhaps Lonzo was not in the ICE Locator because he was being held by the U.S. Marshals, an agency that has no online
locator system, asking, “How is it that people would be in detention, but not in the system?”
The Origins of the ICE Locator and ICE Database

When immigrants are detained solely due to their legal status, they are placed in a network of immigration detention facilities across the country. While ICE owns and operates a handful of prisons, most are operated by local municipalities or private prison companies contracting with ICE. Prior to 2011, it was nearly impossible to find a loved one in the U.S. immigration detention system for at least two reasons. First, there was no online system to locate immigrant prisons. Second, there was no online system to search for individuals within these prisons. Family members and their advocates had to file Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests or state-level open record requests with individual municipalities to determine whether a municipal jail had a contract with ICE to detain immigrants. Private prisons, which detain approximately 80 percent of people in immigration detention, are not subject to FOIA or most state-level open record laws. Thus, locating these facilities and the people imprisoned in them was nearly impossible prior to the ICE online database.

Similarly, family members had no option but to contact local jails and ICE by phone to locate the disappeared person by name. Over the past decade, FFI and other organizations have documented many instances in which the local jail would tell family members that their loved one was not located at that facility, only to find out the person was indeed detained there. This reliance on direct communication with law enforcement also hindered the ability of people from mixed status or undocumented families to safely be in contact with their loved ones. Additionally, attorneys reported that clients were regularly transferred between ICE facilities without notice, leading attorneys to spend weeks locating their clients in detention.

FFI and partner organizations successfully advocated for the creation of an online database of detention facilities and the ICE Locator. The government database launched in 2011 under the Obama administration to ensure that legal counsel, families, and advocates were able to locate and contact individuals in detention. According to ICE’s Privacy Impact Assessment, the ICE Locator was developed within the following parameters:

- The ICE Locator pulls information electronically from the Enforcement Integrated Database (EID), a database used by ICE personnel to enter biographical and location information at the point of booking. The ICE Locator contains each person’s name; A-Number; country of birth; date of birth; custody status; the name, location, contact information, and website of the detention facility; and the Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO) office负责 for their immigration case.
- ICE requires individuals to provide at least two identifying pieces of information and exact-match searching in order to run a query, intentionally limiting the data available to the public to avoid over-exposing individuals. (In other words, a typo or other minor error can effectively erase people from the database.)
- The ICE Locator contains information for all people currently held in ICE custody and those who have been booked out of ICE custody within the last 60 days. ICE policy requires all information pertaining to release, removal, or transfer to be entered into the ICE Locator within eight hours. Note: Congress has since legislated that ICE must update information within 48 hours of an individual’s entry into detention and within 24 hours of a transfer.

Growing Problems with the ICE Locator

Through the monitoring conducted by the FFI national visitation network, members and affiliates have reported that the ICE Locator under the Obama administration was imperfect but for the most part functional. Most challenges arose from exact-match name requirements, which did not allow for reversed first, last, and middle names, misspellings, or hyphenations. User error by ICE officers during data entry was also common.

Soon after Donald Trump took office, a decrease in the ICE Locator’s reliability and accuracy became overwhelmingly apparent among advocates, immigration attorneys, and members and affiliates of the FFI national visitation network. By August 2017, nine visitation groups (in California, Georgia, New York, New Jersey, New Mexico, and Texas) reported that the ICE Locator was no longer working properly and hindering their efforts to locate and support people in detention, often showing “zero matching records” when, in fact, the person was later confirmed to be detained.

In 2019, the ICE Locator changed and, instead of providing the response “Not in Custody” for people who had been recently released or deported, the system began to display “zero matching records.” The decision to implement this change was not publicly announced and ICE did not provide a policy reason for the change. The decision to obfuscate whether a person is “missing” from the database or whether a person has been deported creates added trauma for loved ones, and further strains resources and the capacity of family members and advocates who are searching for an individual. In such cases, it is not clear if an individual is not in the database due to an error or if they have been transferred, deported, or disappeared for another reason.

By 2020, the ICE Locator had become so erroneous that it systematically obstructed access to legal counsel, human rights monitoring, and essential familial connection and support. Today, people in immigration detention are often not searchable in the ICE Locator or routinely show up with incorrect information listed, even when advocates or family members are in contact with them and can confirm where they are detained through visits and phone calls. Since the COVID-19 pandemic hit the U.S., the inaccuracy and inhumanity of this dysfunctional system have become even further exacerbated, evidenced by an uptick in documented disappearances of people from the ICE Locator.
Growing Problems with the ICE Facility Database

The online database of detention facilities is also fraught with serious inaccuracies and deficiencies. Despite detaining immigrants, certain facilities do not appear at all in the online ICE database of detention facilities, which advocates fought for ICE to implement, and this has been a problem with the database since it was first launched. FFI found that the following immigrant prisons are absent from the database despite currently caging people in ICE custody.

- San Luis Regional Detention Center, Arizona
- Polk County Jail, Pottawattamie County Jail, and Linn County Detention in Iowa
- Kankakee County Jail in Illinois
- Chase County Jail in Kansas
- LaSalle Correctional Center in Louisiana
- Kandiyohi County Jail in Minnesota
- Morgan County Detention Center in Missouri
- Phelps County Jail in Nebraska
- Strafford County Jail in New Hampshire
- Henderson Detention Center, Nevada Southern Detention Center, Nye County Jail, and Washoe County Jail in Nevada
- Okmulgee County Jail in Oklahoma
- Cambria County Jail in Pennsylvania
- Wyatt Detention Center in Rhode Island
- Limestone County Detention Center in Texas

These locations are not all-inclusive. There are at least 93 other facilities that have contracts with ICE but are supposedly not currently detaining anyone for ICE and thus not included in the online database. Unreported facilities hold a significant share of the total detention population; the facilities listed above cage more than 10 percent (1,515) of all people in the immigration detention system as of February 2021. Entire states, such as Nevada, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island, do not appear at all in the drop-down list of states in the ICE Locator.
SURVEY RESULTS
Survey Results

In November 2019, Freedom for Immigrants (FFI) surveyed organizations and community groups supporting people in detention, including legal service providers and local groups in the FFI visitation network, as well as individuals, family members, and personal advocates of people in detention. The surveys inquired about the ways people disappear in immigration detention and the tools available to advocacy groups and individuals to locate disappeared persons. The surveys asked respondents to cite instances in which they were unable to locate individuals in immigration detention and to specify how long they were unable to do so.

The surveys also asked for information about the circumstances in which respondents lost contact with persons in immigration detention, demographic identifiers, and whether and how individuals were eventually located. The version of the survey sent to organizations asked about patterns and trends identified by groups that work with multiple people at a time, while the version sent to individual advocates and family members asked about specific disappearances. Additionally, organizations were asked specifically to describe their experiences working with the ICE Locator. Individuals were offered the survey in both English and Spanish.

FFI also submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request in January 2020 to ICE, requesting data on “the total number of attempts to use the ICE Online Detainee Locator System . . . from 2010 through 2019, [and] the total number of times the ICE Online Detainee Locator System located a person in detention.” Despite repeated follow-up requests, FFI only received a promptly issued boilerplate letter notifying that its request had been transferred to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) FOIA Office. It is well documented that ICE and DHS became increasingly unresponsive to FOIA requests under the Trump administration, to the point that litigation was often necessary to obtain any meaningful response to records requested, and even then there was a low likelihood of receiving any sufficient data from the agencies.

FFI received 31 total responses to the survey. These included 15 responses from community groups and organizations and 16 responses from individuals. Combined, the 15 organizations regularly work with hundreds of immigrants in detention and their loved ones across the country. There was a wide geographic representation among survey respondents. Most respondents were based in Louisiana (16.7%), followed by Florida (8.3%), California (8.3%), Illinois (8.3%), Wisconsin (8.3%) and Mississippi (8.3%).
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Combined survey responses documented 424 instances in which individuals had disappeared in immigration custody. At least 75 (18 percent) cases out of all instances were reported as still unresolved. Organizational and individual survey respondents reported the following circumstances in which immigrants disappear in detention:

- Following transfers between facilities;
- Following workplace raids;
- Following transfer from Customs and Border Protection (CBP) to ICE custody after presenting an asylum claim at the border or being apprehended for reentry after deportation;
- Following an interaction with local law enforcement or immigration officials in the interior of the U.S.;
- Following release from criminal custody.

Individuals most often disappeared during instances of transfer between facilities, after which organizations were unable to locate people using the ICE Locator. More than half of the organizations surveyed reported losing contact with individuals following a transfer, including individual and mass transfers between ICE facilities and transfers from criminal custody to immigration detention.

One FFI-affiliated visitation group commented that they may see people transferred between as many as five different facilities during their first six weeks in ICE custody, ranging from local jails to large-scale detention centers. This impacted their ability to continue advocacy or support for the lost person or refer the person to other service providers, including legal representation, thereby furthering their isolation and directly hindering their ability to fight the deportation charge, adjust their immigration status, and secure their release. In a follow-up phone interview, one of the organizational respondents stated that their organization would often lose contact with individuals after they were transferred outside of their organization’s area of geographic reach, describing repeated instances in which individuals would disappear from the ICE Locator following transfers.

Two organizational respondents noted difficulties in locating individuals after they initiated formal complaints against either ICE or private prison companies or participated in an act of protest, such as a hunger strike, while detained. One of these respondents also identified an instance in which a person was transferred following an act of protest and was unable to make contact with their community for a lengthy period of time as a result of this transfer.

In the survey circulated to individuals, FFI asked respondents to report on how long they were unable to locate disappeared persons held in immigration detention. FFI did not ask this question to organizations due to the composite nature of responses. Of the cases of disappeared persons reported by individuals, nearly half reported being unable to locate an individual in immigration detention for a period of up to two weeks, and 20 percent reported that they were never able to locate the disappeared person. Of these unresolved cases, people were missing for periods of three months to more than a year.

Of these, 408 were reported by organizations and 16 were reported by individuals.
ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS WERE ASKED TO IDENTIFY TOOLS THEY USED TO LOCATE DISAPPEARED PERSONS. RESPONDENTS REPORTED USING THE FOLLOWING TOOLS TO LOCATE THE DISAPPEARED:
Experiences with the ICE Locator

In the survey, organizations and community groups were asked to identify sources of inaccuracies in the ICE Locator. Groups reported:

- Instances in which individuals were known to be in custody at a specific facility (via in-person visits) but the individual did not appear in the ICE Locator;
- Instances in which a person was known to be in custody at a specific facility but the facility was not listed in the ICE Locator;
- Spelling errors including inconsistent surname formatting for family names, for individuals with hyphenated surnames, or for individuals with two legal surnames;
- Instances in which someone was known to be in immigration detention but could not be located by providing their name and country of origin (i.e., the individual could only be located by providing a full A-number); and
- Instances in which someone was known to be in ICE custody but did not appear in the ICE Locator following a transfer between facilities; this included transfers between ICE facilities or transfers into ICE custody from Customs and Border Protection (CBP) or the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) custody.

One organization responded that they no longer trust the ICE Locator and instead verify a person’s whereabouts through in-person verification. Another organization reported an uptick in situations in which they could not locate someone in ICE custody post-2017 and a consistent lag time of two to three days following a person’s transfer between facilities before that person would appear in the ICE Locator.
SURVEY RESPONDENTS NOTED THE FOLLOWING SPECIFIC INSTANCES OF INACCURACY WITH THE ICE LOCATOR:

• A period of one to two months in 2019 when the ICE Locator frequently did not work due to apparent technical errors on the webpage including error messages following correct responses to CAPTCHA questions (used to determine whether or not the user is human), difficulties locating the ICE Locator webpage, and error messages when entering biographical information;
• Issues locating individuals with two legal last names;
• Inconsistent use of dashes between last names;
• Locating people from the State of Palestine, as they are often classified as “stateless,” from Israel, or they do not appear in the ICE Locator at all.53

Donald Brown, a man of Jamaican origin, was held in immigration detention for six months in various detention facilities in Florida. According to Brown’s family, he was able to call his family several times a day until June 1, 2020, when communication abruptly stopped. Brown’s family was unable to locate him in the ICE Locator and did not receive a response from ICE officials when they called to locate him. After the Miami Herald published an article featuring Brown’s story, they finally were able to receive a three-minute call from Brown, who was in a hospital where he was being treated for COVID-19. The article identified three additional instances in which people detained in ICE jails in South Florida disappeared from the ICE Locator after contracting COVID-19.
On March 20, 2020, the Center for Disease Control (CDC) issued an order authorizing the expulsion of all non-U.S. citizens without travel documents from U.S. borders. The order essentially dismantles any remaining access to the U.S. asylum system and prevents people who are seeking asylum from being able to present their claims to border officials. From March 2020 to July 2021, more than one million people have been expelled from the United States under Title 42, exposing already at-risk populations to additional danger and possible deportation from Mexico.

The U.S. government has not established any standardized way for family members to track the location of a loved one who is at risk of being expelled. According to government data, in some cases, the Trump administration detained migrant children and families in hotels under the custody of private security companies in order to speed up border expulsions. As the New York Times reported, "the hotels exist outside the formal detention system... parents and lawyers have no way of finding the children or monitoring their well-being while they are in custody."

The U.S. government is concealing the whereabouts of these individuals and is also placing countless individuals outside the protection of the law by detaining people in locations outside of the formal immigration detention system. As of August 2021, the Biden administration has yet to repeal Title 42.
MEDICAL CUSTODY

It has long been suspected by advocates (although never confirmed by ICE) that one cause of individuals disappearing from the ICE Locator is transfers to off-site medical facilities. ICE’s Performance-Based National Detention Standards state the following:

- “A detainee who is determined to require health care beyond facility resources shall be transferred in a timely manner to an appropriate facility.”
- “Appropriate custodial officers . . . transport and remain with the detainee for the duration of any off-site treatment or hospital admission.”
- “A detainee in a community hospital remains in ICE/ERO custody. ICE/ERO retains the authority to make administrative decisions affecting the detainee (e.g., visitors, movement, authorizing/limiting services, etc.).”

According to all versions of ICE’s National Detention Standards (NDS), including the most recent version from 2019, ICE is not required to notify family or legal counsel when a person in detention is moved to an off-site medical facility. The only mention of “notification of family” in the 2019 NDS is under “Death Occurring in ICE/ERO custody,” which merely states: “Written procedures will provide for the facility’s direct coordination with ICE/ERO in communicating news of the serious illness or death of a detainee.”

Furthermore, despite the critical fact that people transferred from immigration detention to off-site medical facilities remain clearly and inarguably in ICE custody according to the agency’s own standards, these individuals almost always disappeared from the ICE Locator upon transfer. When searching for an individual, the ICE Locator will either return results that state “zero matching records” or, in increasingly rare cases, “CALL FIELD OFFICE.”

---
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It is not difficult to imagine the anxiety and panic that these particular disappearances from the ICE Locator can induce in loved ones and advocates, especially given that in many cases, ICE generally refuses to transfer people to off-site medical facilities unless and until someone’s medical condition is dire. (For more about the cruel and systematic medical neglect that people in immigration detention are subject to, see Freedom for Immigrants’ (FFI) 2017 joint report with Human Rights Watch, “Systemic Indifference: Dangerous & Substandard Medical Care in US Immigration Detention.”65)

One such recently disappeared individual is Mohamed, who was detained at the Stewart Detention Center in Lumpkin, Georgia. He called FFI’s National Immigration Detention Hotline in July 2021, to report serious medical neglect. Mohamed is diagnosed with diabetes and high cholesterol, yet ICE denied access to his prescribed insulin and cholesterol medication for more than 10 days. He had already begun to experience symptoms of diabetic retinopathy (vision loss) and diabetic peripheral neuropathy (itching feet), as well as a recorded glucose level of 500 mg/dl, which can cause a diabetic coma. On July 20, 2021, local visitation group El Refugio submitted a letter to the warden of Stewart Detention Center demanding urgent medical care for Mohamed. The following day, Mohamed disappeared from the ICE Locator. Attorneys who called the facility could not obtain any information other than that he was no longer “there.” As of August 2021, Mohamed is still missing.

As the COVID-19 pandemic began to ravage the United States in April 2020, FFI implemented rigorous processes to confirm the locations of detained individuals it supports and to monitor for any enforced disappearances that might occur. This robust tracking has provided yet further confirmation of the appalling inaccuracy of the ICE Locator, which FFI has documented on a continuous and ongoing basis in its regularly published COVID-19 reports. Although difficulty locating people in the ICE Locator is not a new phenomenon as evidenced by this report, the inability to locate loved ones has caused even greater stress and trauma within the context of the pandemic.

From April 2020 to August 2021, FFI identified 216 instances in which an individual in immigration detention could not be located via the ICE Locator for more than five days. Instead, the person’s whereabouts were listed as “CALL FIELD OFFICE” for periods of time as long as 311 days (over ten months), before “reappearing” in an ICE jail or prison:

- 128 of these 216 individuals (59%) had unknown locations for longer than two weeks;
- 90 (42 percent) individuals had unknown locations for longer than a month;
- 44 (21 percent) individuals had unknown locations for longer than two months; and
- 29 (14 percent) individuals had unknown locations for longer than three months.

There appears to be a relationship between country of origin and inability to locate an individual using the ICE Locator: 30 percent of the individuals who were listed under “CALL FIELD OFFICE” for at least five days were from Cuba and 16 percent were from Cameroon. This is in contrast to July 2019 data that shows that individuals from Cuba only make up approximately 16 percent of the people in immigration detention overall, while individuals from Cameroon make up only 1 percent.

When loved ones or advocates do call an ICE Field Office, they report that their calls often go unanswered. If a call is answered, ICE staff will likely respond that they do not have access to or cannot share more information than what the ICE Locator displays.

Roberta was one of many who used the ICE Locator to find a loved one in detention and struggled to understand what the “CALL FIELD OFFICE” response meant. After her husband Pedro was forced to flee their home in Brazil due to targeted violence, Roberta and their nine year old daughter were horrified to learn that the United States was not the land of protection and transparency they had hoped for when he applied for asylum in April 2021. After being initially detained in La Palma Correctional Center in Arizona, Pedro was transferred to Adams County Correctional Center in Mississippi; then, beginning in June, the ICE Locator said “CALL FIELD OFFICE.” When Roberta contacted FFI in July to ask for support in locating and supporting her husband, she believed “FIELD” to be the name of the detention facility. Pedro was disappeared for over a month before being located at the Winn Detention Facility in Louisiana, where he remains detained as of August 2021, despite suffering from high blood pressure and cardiovascular disease, two major COVID-19 risk factors.

66 ICE Locator data in this section obtained in partnership with Mobile Pathways. https://www.mobilepathways.org
68 TRAC Immigration. “Immigration and Customs Enforcement Detention: ICE Data Snapshots, up to July 2019.” https://trac.syr.edu/phptools/immigration/detention
“Zero matching records” can be an even more alarming response than “CALL FIELD OFFICE” for families and advocates because it misleadingly suggests to the layperson that the individual has been released or deported. Families and advocates are later confused to learn that the individual is still in fact in ICE custody, albeit at an unknown location.

Alarmingly, the “zero matching records” response has begun to appear more often. From April 2020 to August 2021, FFI identified 58 instances in which a search for an individual’s name produced “zero matching records” for between five to 268 days (nearly nine months), before the name appeared again in the ICE Locator:

17 OUT OF 58 INDIVIDUALS (29%) WERE DISAPPEARED FOR LONGER THAN 2 WEEKS

9 INDIVIDUALS (16%) WERE DISAPPEARED FOR LONGER THAN A MONTH

7 INDIVIDUALS (12%) WERE DISAPPEARED FOR LONGER THAN 3 MONTHS

Once again, there appears to be a concerning relationship between country of origin and likelihood of being disappeared from the ICE Locator; 12 percent of those who were disappeared for five days or longer are individuals from Cameroon (who make up only 1 percent of the population in detention overall).

In a majority of the 274 documented instances in which an individual’s location disappeared from the ICE Locator and later reappeared between April 2020 and August 2021, these disappearances took place during a transfer from one ICE detention facility to another. This finding supports the trend identified by advocates in which people are particularly vulnerable to being disappeared from the system during a transfer.
Freedom for Immigrants (FFI) volunteer Dan Gashler recalled how a friend from New York, Pablo, disappeared in 2009, before the ICE Locator was even in existence. Pablo was traveling to the Midwest when ICE agents stopped the bus he was on and took Pablo into custody. Pablo was able to make a quick phone call to Dan letting him know that he had been apprehended by ICE, though he did not have any information about where he was being detained. Dan immediately tried to locate Pablo. First, he called immigration detention facilities in the region and then he contacted the U.S. Marshals to ask if Pablo might be in its custody, but he “couldn’t make it
through the phone blockade” (i.e., the endless automated message menus) to reach a real person. When multiple attempts to find his friend were unsuccessful, Dan and his wife decided to go to the ICE detention facility “closest” to their home, Buffalo Federal Detention Center in Batavia, New York—nearly a four-hour drive, roundtrip. Once there, they spoke with a guard at the entrance. Dan recalls that as the ICE agent spoke with them, he was holding a list with the names and A-numbers of everyone in custody at the detention center. After lengthy discussion and pleading to help them find their friend, Dan and his wife finally convinced the ICE agent to share Pablo’s A-number. Still, despite having the A-number and knowing where Pablo was in detention, they weren’t allowed to visit with him. They put money in his commissary account and spoke one time by phone before Pablo was deported. Dan later heard from Pablo when he called from Mexico; as Pablo explained, ICE had taken him to Matamoros and left him there with no money for a bus ticket to his home community in the Mexican state of Puebla, more than a 12-hour drive from the border.

Immigrant rights organizations and volunteer groups have to make use of their limited resources to address disappearances within the US immigration enforcement system. In June 2018, FFI launched a tool called REUNITE, in response to the Trump administration’s zero-tolerance policy that led to the family separation crisis. The tool was designed to facilitate collaboration between organizations assisting in reuniting separated families under the aforementioned policy.

As of the publication of this report, FFI has received more than 225 requests through the REUNITE tool to locate people disappeared in the immigration enforcement system. Such requests vary from those who went missing during their journey to the U.S. to those who were disappeared after an interaction with U.S. immigration authorities. As immigration policies change, so do the types of requests made to the REUNITE tool. For example, after the zero-tolerance policy and subsequent mass family separations at the border in 2018, immigration policies changed, again, leading to many immigrants getting lost in the system as a result of policies like the Migrant Protection Protocols (MPP or “Remain in Mexico”) and third country agreements.

Through the REUNITE tool, FFI continues to support friends and family members by helping them search for loved ones who have disappeared and introducing them to the tools to locate people in detention. This includes training and support on how to use
To further support people searching for their loved ones, Freedom for Immigrants has created a **short toolkit in English and Spanish** with a broad overview of how people disappear within the immigration detention system and suggestions for how to search for them. This is a resource intended for advocates, friends, and family members of people impacted by the U.S. immigration system.

Organizations near the U.S.-Mexico border have also developed strategies to support loved ones of those who have attempted to cross through life-threatening deserts and rivers and have disappeared. The Colibrí Center for Human Rights works to “end disappearances and uphold human dignity along the U.S.-Mexico border...through forensic science, investigation, and community organizing.”[^70] The Colibrí Center provides a way for family members to file a “missing migrant report” for an individual who disappears while crossing the U.S.-Mexico border and to request support from the organization.[^71] Similarly, No More Deaths is a non-profit organization that seeks to end the deaths of migrants in the U.S.-Mexico border region. No More Deaths and Coalición de Derechos Humanos (Human Rights Coalition) coordinate the “Searching for the Disappeared Project,” respond to emergency calls, and mobilize search groups at the border when CBP and local authorities are unresponsive.[^72]

FFI encourages readers to review their comprehensive report, *Disappeared: How the US Border Enforcement Agencies Are Fueling a Missing Persons Crisis.*[^73]

---


[^70]: Colibrí Center for Human Rights. [https://www.colibricenter.org/about-us](https://www.colibricenter.org/about-us)

[^71]: See “Missing Migrant Form” at [https://colibricenter.org/missing-migrant-form](https://colibricenter.org/missing-migrant-form); see also “Active Search Guide” (with resources for families whose loved ones have disappeared) at [https://colibricenter.org/resources/active-search](https://colibricenter.org/resources/active-search)

[^72]: No More Deaths. [https://nomoredeaths.org/about-no-more-deaths](https://nomoredeaths.org/about-no-more-deaths)

In March 2019, advocates in Louisiana shared that they had received phone calls from people detained at the River Correctional Facility (RCF) in Ferriday, Louisiana. People reported that they had been transferred from the California-Mexico border and other locales to RCF. The problem was that there was no public record of RCF ever being used as an Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) detention facility, and when the name of an individual transferred to RCF was entered into the ICE Locator, the individual would appear to be in ICE custody but without any location provided. Since these initial phone calls, Freedom for Immigrants (FFI) learned that several hundred asylum seekers and immigrants—the exact number is unknown—had been swiftly transferred to RCF. Many of those who had been transferred went on hunger strike, naming lack of due process, barriers to release, psychological torture, and human rights abuses as motivations for their protest.
Significantly, Louisiana was the site of rapid detention expansion throughout 2019, moving the state to second in the nation in terms of the number of immigrants detained. In July 2019, Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth Warren sent a letter to then-Acting Director for ICE Mark Morgan expressing concern that ICE had begun detaining immigrants at three facilities in Louisiana and Mississippi without alerting Congress. None of the facilities Senator Warren named appeared in the ICE database at the time of her letter. As Sam Ann Fien, a reporter from the local New Orleans publication, *The Shotgun Paper*, wrote: “Some of those locked up inside RCF with experience and knowledge of ‘black sites’ in their home countries . . . have been referring to the facility in these terms. In black sites, people are held indefinitely, tortured, and hidden away from society. They are the places that people get disappeared to.”

As this research shows, immigrant prisons run by or on behalf of the U.S. government are places where people disappear. The impact of not being able to locate persons in custody—for a period of days, weeks, or months—causes extreme stress and anguish for both the people inside detention and their families and communities. In the absence of functioning locator tools and assistance from the government made in good faith, and the policies that lead to detention and disappearances in the first place, advocacy and community groups have been forced to create their own resources. The hours and financial resources invested by individuals and community groups to locate disappeared persons in detention represent an immense opportunity cost in resources that could instead be invested in legal resources, advocacy, and other forms of support for detained persons. The burden to locate individuals in U.S. government custody should not fall on families and advocacy groups; instead, it is the direct responsibility of the U.S. government agency that has apprehended the individual to notify a lawyer, family member, or other point of contact.

Disappearances underscore why it is crucial to dismantle all forms of immigration detention. FFI is devoted to the long-term objective of total abolition of the U.S. system of immigration detention precisely because it has observed and recorded through its independent human rights monitoring and investigations that the immigration detention system continues to rip families apart, weakens communities, and inflicts severe emotional distress, trauma, and suffering upon the people inside detention and their loved ones. During the 2020 presidential campaign, President Biden signaled commitment to reducing detention levels, investing in community services, and divesting from the private prison industry. However, the Biden administration has thus far failed to extend a commitment to phasing out private detention to facilities operated by ICE and the U.S. Marshals Service (USMS) and has adopted preliminary enforcement priorities that continue to leave large portions of communities vulnerable to detention. While FFI continues to call for an end to all forms of immigration detention, FFI recommends the following immediate policy interventions to ameliorate harm in the short-term.
CONGRESS SHOULD:
• Ratify the International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearances;
• Phase out the use of immigration detention immediately but no later than in the next three years, and in the meantime, implement immediate measures to prevent enforced disappearances, including but not limited to, guaranteed free telephone communication with family, counsel, and consulate, as well as up-to-date official registers and records of persons deprived of liberty made available to family members and NGOs;
• Direct the Government Accountability Office to review and produce a report on the scope, frequency, and justification for transfers between ICE facilities; this review should include justification for individual and mass transfers, estimation of cost to the taxpayer for multiple transfers during the course of an individual’s detention, and assessment of the role of transfers in facilitating the spread of COVID-19 within detention and the broader community;
• Mandate that all agencies operating facilities used to detain adult immigrants, including Customs and Border Protection and those contracted by the U.S. Marshals Service to house immigrants serving criminal sentences for immigration-related offenses, create their own locator systems for all adult persons held in custody; and
• Dramatically reduce funding for immigration detention and increase funding for non-mandated community support services.

ICE SHOULD:
• Immediately adjust search parameters on the ICE Detainee Locator to enable “smart searching,” in order to allow for individuals to be located via partial or incomplete queries (e.g., if a name is incomplete or misspelled);
• Immediately conduct a review of naming conventions and standardize surname formatting in the ICE Detainee Locator;
• Immediately update the ICE Facility Locator list to ensure that all facilities are searchable by both facility name and state including new and unlisted facilities;

THE DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY SHOULD:
• Immediately exercise operational and discretionary authority to cease all transfers into and between ICE facilities;76 and
• Immediately exercise operational and discretionary authority to halt all deportations and border expulsions.

75 The Shotgun Paper website is no longer available as of 2021.
Freedom for Immigrants’ (FFI) research, advocacy, and ongoing partnerships with people in detention, as well as reported experiences of legal service providers and advocates struggling to locate individuals in detention, demonstrate that people disappear inside immigration detention in a widespread and systematic manner. In multiple instances, people disappear for lengthy or indefinite periods of time. People are particularly vulnerable to enforced disappearances during transfers, including transfers between Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) facilities and transfers from criminal to civil custody. People detained in facilities that are not listed or inconsistently listed in the ICE Facility Locator are also at particular risk of disappearing in immigration detention.

The tools the U.S. government provides to locate people inside immigration detention have always been insufficient. The COVID-19 pandemic has increased the rate of transfers and people in custody placed in off-site hospitals, making the unreliability of the govern-
ICE is not the only government agency detaining immigrants for extended periods of time, but it is the only agency that has made even a cursory attempt—and only after much advocacy on the part of NGOs—to provide a way for legal service providers, families, advocates, and community members to attempt to locate persons in its custody. Inaccuracies and omissions in the ICE Locator show that the tool is not updated with the frequency that ICE’s own policies mandate77 and that its search parameters are too narrow. These deficiencies could be ameliorated with a basic overhaul of the database and user interface to make the data more accurate and accessible.

However, the problems associated with the ICE Locator go far beyond technical deficiencies. Starting in January 2017, after the inauguration of Donald Trump as the 45th President, advocacy groups and individuals lost contact with persons detained in ICE custody with increased frequency, underscoring that the problems with the ICE Locator cannot be explained by technical issues alone. Results from FFI’s research indicate that disappearances are commonly associated with transfers conducted in retaliation for an immigrant in detention speaking out or taking action against ICE or its private contractors. This suggests that the agency may deliberately disappear persons in its custody in an attempt to isolate people and break morale, underscoring how enforced disappearances operate as a feature of immigration detention. As immigration detention continues to expand and more people are held in abject conditions for increasingly extended periods of time, transparency and access to accurate information about immigrants imprisoned by ICE are of critical importance. Without this, enforced disappearances and the deprivation of liberty at the hands of U.S. government agencies will continue to define this violent system of injustice.
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